
SKYSIDE 
CHARDONNAY  
NORTH COAST, 2017

We believe that blending starts in the vineyard. That’s why we source the best grapes from diverse areas 
within the region, allowing us to craft a wine that is vibrant, balanced and complex. The fruit in our 
Chardonnay is sourced from the 5 counties that make up the North Coast appellation: Mendocino, Sonoma, 
Lake, Solano & Napa counties. Chardonnay grapes from Mendocino and Sonoma give the blend beautiful 
layers of citrus and floral notes with an elegant finish of balanced natural acidity. Grapes from Lake, Solano 
and Napa weave riper notes of stone and tropical fruits into the blend with a nice mid-palate texture. Blended 
together, grapes from these 5 regions create a nuanced Chardonnay that demonstrates the diverse regions 
within California’s celebrated North Coast.

VINEYARDS

2017 VINTAGE
After many seasons of drought, 2017 began with an abundance of winter rain, which meant that careful canopy 
management was crucial for vine balance. Fortunately, a mild spring and temperate early summer allowed the 
vines to balance out. The heat wave in early September helped the Chardonnay to mature and develop complex 
layers of flavors.
Harvested from August 31st till October 5th.

WINEMAKING
Each lot is harvested and pressed separately in the cool California mornings. These lots remain 
separate as they slowly ferment in a combination of tanks and barrels to balance freshness, vibrancy 
and richness. All lots receive weekly battonage to build complexity and roundness. We also use 
partial malolactic fermentation, also called MLF (approximately 30%), as a blending tool to help 
round out the texture. The wine is then aged for 7 months in a combination of French oak barrels 
(20% new) and stainless-steel tanks to preserve freshness and complexity. The proportion of tanks 
to barrels is respectively 35%/65% during both fermentation and aging.
Skyside Chardonnay 2017 can be enjoyed now and aged for up to four years.

BLEND & SPECIFICATION 
• 100% Chardonnay    • ALC: 14.0%    • pH: 3.55    • TA: 5.50

TASTING NOTE
Skyside Chardonnay 2017 has vibrant aromas of peach, bright citrus and 
honeysuckle. The wine enters full with white nectarine and citrus fruit notes that 
continue in the palate. The citrus and stone fruit attributes weave together with 
subtle oak notes coupled with good acid to lengthen the finish.

FOOD PAIRING
This wine pairs well with many dishes such as Meyer lemon whole roasted 
chicken or oven baked salmon and warm winter salad with roasted squash 
and persimmon.
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